BATS

PRETEST

Paper plate divided into 4 sections:

Section 1: Write a fact you know about bats.

Section 2: Write something that you would like to learn about bats.

Section 3: Write one sentence about bats that you think is not true.

Section 4: Bats are important to our environment. Write “True or False”.

Make a big result chart from students’ responses.
BATS

PRE AND POST TEST

1. True    False    Bats are important to our environment.
2. True    False    Bats are reptiles.
3. True    False    Bats do not live in South Dakota.
4. True    False    Nocturnal means being awake in the daytime.
5. True    False    Bats have excellent eyesight.
6. True    False    There are only 5 kinds of bats all over the world.
7. True    False    Bats eat many insects in one day.
8. True    False    Bats are the only mammal that flies.
9. True    False    Bats live about 100 years.